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Well, it sure has been an exceedingly eventful year, and as May rolls along, NASCOE
has a lot to look forward to in the coming months. For those of us from New England,
the prospect of some warmer weather, maybe a dry day or two, and if we’re really
lucky, a rare sighting of the sun, has us anxious to pack up and head south to Dowell
MD for the 2019 NEA Rally. The folks from DMASCOE have put in a lot of hard
work and the Rally is sure to be a great time, providing an opportunity to reconnect
with colleagues from around the northeast and parts beyond. With DC staff in
attendance for Q & A, NASCOE President Dennis Ray providing updates on current
organizational initiatives, and an in-depth HR presentation on retirement, we should
all leave better informed and perhaps energized as we return to our county offices.
In two short weeks a contingent of NASCOE’s leadership team will head to
Washington DC to meet with administration officials for the annual negotiation
session. With a list of concerns and suggestions originating from NASCOE
membership, the team will thoroughly discuss each item in hopes of generating
change towards the betterment of FSA. This represents a significant effort by
NASCOE to positively influence operations of FSA and improve our work
environment.
Next up is the National Convention, staged this year in Manhattan Kansas, kicking off
the month of August. For those who have not attended a convention, it can best be
described as a Rally on steroids. There are two and a half days of intense meetings,
with as many as a dozen administrative officials available to provide current
information and field difficult questions from membership. This lively exchange has
always been a convention highlight for me. I encourage any of you who can, to attend
at least one convention during your FSA career; it’s more than worthwhile. The
Convention basically represents the end of the NASCOE year, with September
marking the beginning of the new NASCOE administration and a rewind of the yearly
cycle.
Looking ahead, I see a number of challenges facing the NEA. While not unique to us,
they are perhaps a bit more critical. First is diminishing membership. The NEA has
historically had one of the lowest percentages of active members nationwide, falling
to around 70% in 2019. With increased emphasis on recruiting new hires to join the
ranks of NASCOE, I’m confident we can reverse that trend. Efforts are underway on
the national level to make a concerted effort to reach out to non-members and bring
them into the fold. We need to go beyond that and have a stronger local push to tell
our story and get people engaged and active. I’d like to see more of our members
recognized for their service thru our Distinguished Service Awards. Every state has
awesome employees who deserve to be recognized, it just takes effort on someone’s
part to submit a nomination. The process has been simplified over the years, the form

is readily available on the NASCOE website, and a little initiative is all it takes.
Finally, there is the on-going push for PAC participation. The NEA has made great
strides over the past 3 years in promoting PAC and educating membership as to its
significance. I hope we can maintain that momentum and continue to lead the country
in PAC support, but we need a stronger effort at the state level. Again, we need to
work better from the bottom up.
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In closing, it’s been a rewarding beginning to my first year as NEA Executive. We
have a great team working on your behalf, and I look forward to the next four months
with optimism and much anticipation. Thank you.
LAP.
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DMASCOE President Patrick Goode, NEA Exec Larry Parker, and NASCOE
President Dennis Ray at this year’s NEA Rally.

Important Dates/Deadlines
May 31 – First registration
deadline ($50) for the 2019
NASCOE National Convention.
http://kascoe.org/2019-nascoeconvention.html
June 15 – NASCOE
Membership Awards are due.
https://nascoe.org/wpcontent/uploads/2019/05/201925-30-35-40-45-50-55-60Award-Application.pdf
June 30 – Final day to submit
fourth quarter dues.
June 30 – Second registration
deadline ($65) for the 2019
NASCOE National Convention.
(July 1 and after, the registration
fee is $80.)
July 1 – Memorial submissions
are due.
https://nascoe.org/wpcontent/uploads/2019/05/2019_
NASCOE_Memorial_Form.pdf
July 10 – Deadline for NASCOE
Membership Drive.
https://nascoe.org/wpcontent/uploads/2018/04/Membe
rship-Drive-Contest.pdf
July 30-August 3 – 2019
NASCOE National Convention
(#60) at Hilton Garden Inn
Manhattan, KS.

NEA Rally Legislative Report
This year as the NEA Legislative Chairperson has been a busy one for me.
Starting off the year in furlough status, generated several Legislative team
teleconferences and emails. One of the benefits of being a NASCOE
employee is receiving current updated information through your home email
and through social media and it was each area chairperson’s responsibility to
communicate that information. As stated before, the NASCOE Legislative
Committee, NASCOE Legislative Consultant Hunter Moorhead, and the
NASCOE Executive Committee worked every day behind the scenes and
publicly on behalf of every NASCOE member and FSA County Office
Employees. The Government Employee Fair Treatment Act of 2019 Bill has
now given us a little more protection going forward in case there is another
government shutdown. This bill states that each employee of the US
Government furloughed as a result of a covered lapse in appropriations shall
be paid for the period of lapse in appropriations, and each excepted employee
who is required to perform work during a covered lapse in appropriations shall
be paid for such work, at the employee’s standard rate of pay, at the earliest
date possible after the lapse in appropriations ends, regardless of scheduled
pay dates. Also, employees required to work shall be entitled to use leave
which compensation shall be paid at the earliest date possible after the lapse
in appropriations ends, regardless of scheduled pay dates. Currently, a bill is
being worked on to have CCC funds available to pay County Office
Employees while working, if required to work during future government
shutdowns. This is welcomed news especially after observing NRCS
employees working and getting paid during this last furlough. To date, this Bill
has not been passed, but Representative Colin Peterson is still trying. This is
directly connected with Rep. Peterson office and NASCOE Legislative
Consultant Hunter Moorhead outreach efforts. Another piece of legislation
recently introduced is the Federal Retirement Fairness Act H.R. 2478 that was
introduced on May 2, 2019. This bill will help crediting temporary time.
Hunter has reported that Congress is beginning to look at appropriations.
Farm Bill training money and implementation money is part of the discussion
and is being favorably being discussed. Legislative Co-Chairpersons Donny
Green, TN and Neil Burnette, NC appointed me PAC Coordinator. This
involves balancing the PAC account every pay period and entering all
contributors and their information into the PAC database.
Former NASCOE Legislative Co-Chairperson Jackson Jones was featured in
a video shot at the Minnesota Convention delivering a powerful presentation
of NASCOE and PAC engagement. I encourage everyone to visit Minnesota
Association of FSA County Office Employees Facebook page to watch.
[https://www.facebook.com/MNASCOE/]
NASCOE is currently working on a Leadership type conference to be held
October 24-26, 2019 most likely in Dallas, TX. This will be like the NASCOE
Conference held in the Fall of 2016 and will be a grass roots effort to target,
identify, and engage aspiring leaders. The NASCOE Legislative Team has
been integral in developing the agenda and will be facilitating.

PAC numbers for the NEA are: 54 contributors for a total of $234. There are approximately 274 members in
the NEA making the NEA 20% enrolled in PAC. There is still much room for increase. The NEA is tied with
the SWA for 20% enrolled.
If anyone has questions or concerns, please feel free to reach out to me. Your questions and concerns will
remain confidential and we will work very hard to find you an answer. I would like to thank NEA Executive
Larry Parker for his support and asking me to be your Legislative Chairperson. I have enjoyed the work and
welcomed the challenge.
Respectfully Submitted,
Annette M. Hyman
NASCOE NEA Legislative Chairperson

Link to NASCOE Legislative Update – May 17, 2019…
https://nascoe.org/2019/05/18/nascoe-legislative-update-may-172019/?fbclid=IwAR3EBwrtLIbnnyj_E6lGmj4wguyR3BtNey9TCj4GJEns-gJiF8P3UUh6E4E

Committee Chairs presenting their reports at the 2019 NEA Rally – L to R, Annette Hyman, Legislative; Sheryl
Michener, Awards & Scholarships; Tina Williams, Membership; Dan Shockey, NAFEC; Jamie McLane, Negotiation
Consultant; and Kate Hemstreet, Programs. Not pictured – Carole Hill, Publicity.

Awards and Scholarship Committee
Ali Barner/Sheryl Michener
Traditional Scholarship:
NEA had 4 applicants
1 – NY
3 - WV.

Opening Continuing Scholarship:
NEA had 2 applicants
1 - RI
1 – WV

NEA winner is Jennifer Keehan - NY.
Jennifer is a high school senior in Fultonville NY. She
is an active member of 4-H and FFA. She is the
Montgomery County Dairy Princess for 2018-2019. She
is an honor roll student and plans on attending a 4-year
college majoring in Agriculture and then on to
Veterinary school.

NEA winner is Zachary Parson - WV.
Zachary is currently attending Potomac State College of
WVU at Keyser, studying sustainable agriculture
entrepreneurship, and is on the Dean’s list. Zachary’s
ideal job would be working for NRCS or FSA.

Sick leave awards:
NEA has 4 recipients
Harry Hudson - Delaware - 1000hrs
Joann Rogers - New York - 1500hrs
Bill Bennett - West Virginia - 2000hrs
Michael Biser - West Virginia - 2500hrs

Distinguished Service Awards:
The NEA Winners are:
Service to Agriculture: Anne Belleville – RI
Anne began her FSA career over 40 years ago right out of high school with Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation
Service (ASCS). Anne has been a Program Technician for Programs and shared duties with Farm Loan. During that time,
she has seen many changes to agriculture in our State and many changes through 9 farm bills. She began in the office
using a typewriter, then technology advanced to the System 36 with floppy discs and trac fed Dot Matrix printers.
Acreage maps were 24” x 24” black and white satellite photos. She has been our rock, our glue. For instance; pose a
question to her, “Anne, in what handbook can I find blah, blah?” There is an immediate answer. “Anne, who operated
ABC farm?” A quick reply is guaranteed! On occasion the State or County Office will receive a call from a producer from
years past. They often ask, “Is Anne still with you all?” Anne has built the reputation over the course of 4 decades of
being the foundation of the RI Kent County Office. Our farmers have relied on Anne’s assistance for years. She is truly
invaluable, and we will be losing not only a wealth of knowledge, but a steadfast and pleasant member of our FSA family
if she ever decides to retire.

Service to NASCOE: Marge Christy – VT
There is no argument that the foundation of NASCOE is
its members. The many support the efforts of the few who
have the flexibility and initiative to fill the vital
leadership roles that keep NASCOE running. Marge

where she enlists sponsors to support her in a 50-mile
point to point bike ride. Whether it has been cold and
rainy or hot and humid, Eileen has completed the ride
and raised over $5000 in donations that go towards
providing healthy food and other life necessities to the

Christy is one of the many whose service to NASCOE is

needy.
In addition to this effort, she has been involved in a

measured by not only her membership dues and PAC

yearly community dinner sponsored by USDA

contributions, but more importantly by her unending

employees that has become a much-anticipated event
for the local community. This dinner is offered free of

generosity in support of NASCOE’s scholarship program.
Marge began her FSA career as a PT over 25 years ago,
and I suspect she joined NASCOE at the outset; I know
she has been a member for the twenty years that I’ve
known her. Over the course of those twenty years Marge
has been an ardent supporter of the scholarship
program, yearly providing either handmade quilts
and/or gift baskets containing homemade preserves,
pickles, maple syrup and crafts. These donations are
always hot ticket items at the NEA Rally; they generate
enthusiastic bidding and have garnered thousands of
dollars

that

directly

benefit

state

and

national

scholarship programs. Marge can be counted on to
provide a variety of foods for VASCOE state meetings and
for the hospitality room at Vermont sponsored NEA
Rallies. When called upon, she has willingly taken on
chair duties for VASCOE and filled vital roles in support
of NEA rallies held in Vermont. While some may think
Marge is simply a cog in a much larger wheel, without
that cog, the wheel doesn’t turn. For her steadfast

charge and is geared towards folks frequenting the area
food shelf and senior shut-ins who find limited
opportunities to get out and interact with community
members. The yearly dinner feeds over 75 attendees and
averages over $500 in contributions that go directly to
the area food shelf.
Eileen has also become involved in an annual Branch
Out Burlington event, where volunteers get together to
plant trees in a nursery for future transplanting in the
City of Burlington. Over 150 trees are planted each year,
and Eileen has often been a part of the main work force
digging holes, placing soil, adding compost and mulch.
After spending a few years in the nursery getting well
established, the trees are donated to the city for planting
along the streets and sidewalks, enhancing the beauty of
the urban setting.
Recently Eileen has become a blood and platelet donor
at the local Red Cross. This selfless act provides critical
blood products that benefit numerous patients in life
threatening situations.
Finally, Eileen has been a softball and basketball official

support of NASCOE and the scholarship program, I feel

for many years. She has officiated at all levels of
competition; grade school, high school, and college. The

Marge deserves recognition for her service to NASCOE.

benefits for youth involved in athletics has been well

Service to Community: Eileen Powers – VT
Over the course of the past few years, Eileen has become
increasingly involved in efforts to improve the lives of
less fortunate people within her community. What
stands out to me is her commitment to fund raising
efforts that benefit the Vermont Foodbank. Over the last
6 years Eileen has taken part in an annual fund raiser

documented, and those opportunities would not be
available without the under-appreciated efforts of
dedicated officials.
Eileen has been a member of NASCOE since she became
eligible as a full-time employee some 15 years ago. She
has attended multiple area rallies, been to a national
convention, and is a supporter of NASCOE's PAC. I feel
she is deserving of recognition for her service to
community.

Distinguished Service Award winners - congratulations to Marge Christy from VT, Distinguished Service to NASCOE (top),
and to Eileen Powers from VT, Distinguished Service to Community (bottom). Winners are pictured with NEA Awards
Chair, Sheryl Michener, who assumed the position after Ali Barner took a job with NRCS, and NEA Exec, Larry Parker.

Benefits & Emblems
No Report
In case you missed the announcement from Dillard’s about a scam/spam email…
Subject: suspicious email
Importance: High
FYI
If you receive an email using the reference Dillard Financial Solutions, Inc., we have been instructed from
Dillard’s to NOT OPEN THE EMAIL.
One particular email is coming from The UPS Store #5427.
Please verify any emails referencing Dillard’s by calling Dillard’s Financial Solutions Inc.
Thank you.

Link to the PowerPoint presentation from HRD – Retirement Training – CSRS, FERS, and TSP Overview…
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10zZpWXZPnnxr6HCIU1CjPPkRc12C_Zwp/view?usp=sharing

Dillard Retirement Benefits Presentation at the 2019 NEA Rally.

2019 NEA RALLY, Dowell, MD
NEA Membership Report
Submitted by: Tina Williams, NEA Membership Chair
1. As you are aware from my article in the NEA Newsletter in April, NASCOE is making a video to help obtain new
membership and inspire existing membership. NASCOE began filming began at the MWA Rally March 15th and
continued at the all South Rally April 10-13th! The goal is to wrap up filming at the National Convention in Manhattan,
Kansas July 31- August 3rd . The video will cover who NASCOE is, highlight accomplishments, cover issues employees
faced prior to NASCOE’s formation, the benefits felt first-hand by current members, the networking opportunities and
end with encouraging membership or for existing members becoming a mentor to new members.
2. Don’t forget about the Annual Membership Drive Contest Sponsored by Dillard Financial Solutions. This contest
was introduced in 2016 and is recurring annually. The state with the highest increase in new members, including associate
membership, from July 1, 2018 to June 30, 2019 will receive a $1000 award! The State President will receive a plaque on
behalf of his or her state association, presented by the NASCOE President at the National Convention. Plus, a traveling
trophy will be presented to the state to have for a year. The winning state will have their name engraved on the trophy.
For a break-down of how the point system works, go to the NASCOE Web page, click on Membership and then select the
Membership Drive contest. With the points system all states big or small compete evenly. One very important item to
remember is that the state’s dues MUST be paid for the 2019 year by July 10, 2019 for the state to be eligible.
3. NASCOE honors individual members and counties that have consecutive year membership. Award years are for 25, 30,
35, 40, 45, 50, 55 or 60 years of membership. I encourage you to check with your members and counties to see if they
meet these requirements. The Deadline to submit applications is June 15, 2019*.
4. Each year, NASCOE, at the National Convention honors our deceased NASCOE members. If you have had a member,
current or past, pass away this past year, this is a special way to tribute this person. Please submit the form along with
photos or other documents to Andrea Stafford by email at andrea.b.stafford@gmail.com no later than July 1, 2019*.
5. Do you have an employee that will be retiring that will meet the eligibility criteria for Honorary Lifetime Membership?
Honorary lifetime member criteria:
• A person is eligible for Honorary Lifetime Membership if the person was a member of his or her state
association since the second year of formation or from the first full membership year of employment until
retirement and an annuity is earned.
• States must certify to the above at the time a request is submitted to the National Membership
Chairperson for recognition as an Honorary Lifetime Member. NASCOE will supply an Honorary
Lifetime Membership Card to the state. The State will be responsible for issuing the card to the recipient.
If any state has a person they would like to be recognized with Honorary Lifetime Membership and the person does not
meet the present requirements, the state may request a waiver through the NASCOE Membership Committee Chairperson,
with the proposed lifetime member’s knowledge and consent, detailing the person’s membership history and listing the
reasons they feel the person should be an Honorary Lifetime Member. This request for waiver will be acted upon by the
Executive Committee at the next scheduled board meeting and the state will be notified of approval or disapproval.
Holders of Honorary Lifetime Membership Cards will be permitted to register at Area Rallies or the National Convention
and will not be required to pay a registration fee. They are also not required to pay any dues. Don’t let an employee retire
without honoring them for their support of your state association as well as NASCOE.
*All forms can be found on the NASCOE Web page, click on the Membership tab!

Thank you for being a NASCOE Member!

NAFEC Committee Report
2019 NEA Rally
May 17, 2019
The Mission of this committee is: To support and cooperate with NAFEC promoting a more effective and active farmer elected
committee system for the betterment of agriculture.
A. Report of Progress
1. Through efforts of this committee, NASCOE members across the nation did another great job of getting NAFEC in
front of their COC members during the membership drive and COC Orientation Training Sessions.
2. Since December, NAFEC’s membership:
COC Members
Associate Members
650
Still Determining
3. NAFEC Membership & Associate Membership continues to grow. Retention is a major priority that continues. NAFEC
Officers have taken on more of their own national membership database responsibilities and mailing of the Welcome
and NAFEC membership cards.
4. The NAFEC website is an important resource. NAFEC is looking at changing their website host and setting up a new
domain. Administrator Fordyce will soon do a video Welcome to the COC, the NAFEC Power Point, and past letters to
management are all examples of things historically located on the website. NAFEC has also been connecting with
membership through Facebook and e-mails.
5. NAFEC has switched providers from J & M Marketing to Dillard’s.
B. Summary
This committee is meeting our goals and assisting in the establishment for a strong foundation for the future of NAFEC. The
time and effort it takes has been well worth it. NAFEC is well received in WDC and has had success stories in the states where
issues have arisen such as the instances where states wanted to limit COC meetings and training budgets. As we move
forward, retaining and increasing NAFEC’s membership is vitally important. I appreciate the support of NASCOE’s Officers and
Execs by seeing the need to organize and build on this committee’s successes and NAFEC’s effectiveness for all County Office
Employees, County Committee’s, and the farmers and ranchers we are all so fortunate to serve.
There were issues related to improving the NAFEC membership database and reconciliation process through EmpowHR & NFC
that was suggested by Jay Goff, SWA Exec. E-mail is an important path for NAFEC to communicate with its membership. For
those members that have supplied their e-mail addresses but have not received any correspondence from NAFEC – please be
aware that KSC Strategies is the sender. Many may want to also check their spam box to see if the e-mail from NAFEC was
placed there by your e-mail provider.
Recommendation
It is the recommendation of this committee that the Executive Committee support the continuation of monthly conference calls
of the NAFEC Committee.
Dan Shockey, West Virginia
NASCOE’s NEA NAFEC Committee Chair
https://nascoe.org/nafec/
https://www.nafecfsa.com/

The Current Update for Negotiations
April 7, 2019
During the furlough, your team of NASCOE representatives, from across the country, were hard at work. All issues submitted
through the NASCOE website are considered, reviewed, and forwarded.
Some of the submissions were forwarded to Programs, while others needed to be consulted upon. Finally, the balance of the
items assigned to members of the Negotiations team, were reviewed, work on and submitted.
This year, from across the country, 68 submissions came to the Negotiations team. We researched the issues, looked up
procedures, and came up with a solution from NASCOE's position and made a recommendation.
As of today, they are being compiled for review. They will be sent to the appropriate persons in FSA for their response.
Then, after FSA responds, the Negotiations team will meet with the appropriate FSA persons in Washington DC at the end of
May.
Please, at any point of the year, go onto the NASCOE website and submit issues that are current in your area. State your
position, references, and your recommendation.
Gratefully Submitted,

Jamie L. McLane
On a personal note, though it may seem WDC takes a long time to get things done, they ARE listening to NASCOE and over the
last couple of years, it has been nice to see changes based on what the Negotiation team has successfully worked on.
[NASCOE Officers, Execs, and Negotiation Consultants are meeting with FSA management the week of May 28.]
Our Saturday Excursion included touring an alpaca farm, a tobacco farm that has transitioned to beef, a farm that is now a
park and museum, and the Calvert Marine Museum.

Northeast Area Programs Report

Prepared for the May 17, 2019 Rally-Maryland

A summary of the submissions this year both Nationally and for the NEA is listed below. There were a few phases of submissions
this year. Year to date catchup, recent submissions (March/April) and now on-going submissions. Chris Hare has assumed the
role of National Programs Chair and has established a schedule for submissions. Going forward the Area Chairs will be vetting
submissions weekly and forwarding them on if appropriate.
PROGRAM AREA
ARCPLC
CARS
CCC-36/37
CM
9-CM
CP
COC
CRP/CSS/COLS
ELIGIBILITY
FARMERS.GOV
FINANCIAL/NPS
FSLF
HANDBOOKS
LFP
MIDAS
NAP
PA / FOIA
PRICE SUPPORT
SCIMS
WEBTA
WHIP
OCIO
TOTAL

NATIONAL COUNT
3
9
2
5
1

NEA COUNT
1
4
1

6
14
6
3
5
1
2
6
11
4
3
4
4
3
1
2
95

3

2
1
1
1

1
1

1
17

CRP’s winning status likely comes as no surprise to anyone who works with that program or attempts to use any of the (multiple)
software platforms. The good news, the report back from WDC is they are VERY interested in making improvements! And, have
already started working on our submissions. Hurray.
In the category of not as great a news, the feedback regarding MIDAS submissions is not positive. One of my favorite quotes is
“You’ve dug yourself a hole; STOP DIGGING.” At present there are no plans to make further enhancements to the MIDAS
platform. Programs Chair C. Hare did indicate NASCOE would attempt to pursue MIDAS enhancements that were able to be
implemented for little to no expense. We’ll have to see if those will be entertained. Don’t stop submitting recommendations, just
proceed knowing the likelihood of it changing on the MIDAS platform is not likely. Personally, I say keep ‘em coming. This
provides more feedback/insight/recommendations for the next incarnation. They have, however, begun working on the SCIMS
submissions already. That’s awesome because SCIMS remains a trusty friend for me and I know many others.
In closing I would like to thank everyone who took the time to submit a programs recommendation. Some were already solved by
the time I vetted them; some have been solved since the new Farm Bill notices started rolling out and some are likely to be solved
with the many more notices and amendments that are to come. One of the best parts about working at FSA is the people, like the
farmers with whom we work, they tend to be good problems solvers. Keep those submissions coming!
-Kate Hemstreet, NEA Programs Chair 5/9/2019

2019 NEA Rally
Publicity Report
Activities to date from Publicity in this 2018-2019 year are as follows…
•

Two Area Bulletins have been published to date – one in the Fall and one in the Spring. At least one more is
required per standards established under the NASCOE National Publicity Committee. Distribution to
membership was tasked to State Publicity Chairs, and if vacant, through State Presidents. Thanks for your
efforts in getting the news out to our members.

•

A Facebook page for the Northeast Area was created. As of May 10, 2019, this page has 45 Likes and 48
Followers. An Event was created for this year’s NEA Rally to share news and reminders. I hope to do posts
during the Rally both on this page and the NASCOE News page from the event for those unable to attend.
Please continue to like and share the page, especially during the Rally. [As of May 26, 2019, the page now has
54 Likes and 57 Followers.]

•

The 2019 NASCOE Convention Cash Club contest had the most entries since the contest began. There were
nine total entries, with at least one from each area. Area Publicity Chairs were to complete judging of the
essays by May 1, sending their evaluations to National Publicity Chair, Teresa Holmquist, for the final tally and
announcements of the winners, one from each area. To date, the winners have not been announced, but are
scheduled to be notified by May 15. Thank you, State Association Publicity Chairs, for publicizing the contest!
[On May 26, the winners were announced. Congratulations to Jamie Newland of MA, he is the NEA winner!
Enjoy your first time at a NASCOE Convention!]

A reminder to all to be sure that your state president and state membership chair have your correct home email
address and that it has been submitted to the NASCOE Database.
Thanks, NEA Exec Larry Parker, for asking me to serve in this capacity. If there is any way that I can assist you or
your state association with publicity efforts in the remaining months of this NASCOE year, please do not hesitate to
contact me.
Respectfully submitted,
Carole Hill
2018-2019 NEA Publicity Chair
chill570@hotmail.com

Visit the NASCOE Northeast Area Facebook page for more information from this year’s NEA Rally at the
Hilton Garden Inn Solomons in Dowell, MD, including video of the majority of FSA Administrator, Richard
Fordyce’s, remarks, video of the majority of the Q&A Session, and pictures from throughout the event.
Link to Facebook page…https://www.facebook.com/NASCOENortheastArea/
Links to Administrator’s remarks (4 parts) …
#1-https://www.facebook.com/244560936226888/posts/326756634673984?s=1581009371&v=e&sfns=mo
#2-https://www.facebook.com/244560936226888/posts/326771821339132?s=1581009371&v=e&sfns=mo
#3-https://www.facebook.com/244560936226888/posts/326772078005773?s=1581009371&v=e&sfns=mo
#4-https://www.facebook.com/244560936226888/posts/326786728004308?s=1581009371&v=e&sfns=mo
Link to Q&A Session…
https://www.facebook.com/NASCOENortheastArea/videos/2334909670101019?s=1581009371&v=e&sfns=
mo

(L) FSA Administrator Richard Fordyce and Deputy Administrator Peggy Browne during the Q&A Session.
(R) NASCOE & FSA – L to R, Patrick Goode, DMASCOE President; Sean McKeon, DE SED; Richard
Fordyce, FSA Administrator; Peggy Browne, DAFO; Jim Eichhorst, MD SED; Dennis Ray, NASCOE
President; and Larry Parker NASCOE NEA Exec.
Photos courtesy of Micki Crider

You can also find pictures from the event on the NASCOE News Facebook page,
https://www.facebook.com/NASCOENews/.
Congratulations to Terry Hampton of Upper Marlboro, the winner of the YETI Cooler.
Thank you to the Delaware/Maryland Association, DMASCOE, for hosting this year’s event!
The Pennsylvania Association, PACOE, will host next year’s Rally. Be watching for more information!

This Summer…Have You Registered?

To Register: go to www.kascoe.org/2019-nascoe-convention.html
Auction Items can be shipped to Kitra Cooper, Kansas State Office, 3600 Anderson Ave, Manhattan, KS 665032511.
Hotel changes/waiting list, please contact Sarah Shove, sarahbeth.shove@gmail.com.
COC members are invited to attend convention.
Uber and Lyft are available as transportation options in Manhattan, KS.
Questions or comments: please contact Marla Hammer, marlajohammer@yahoo.com.

